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Abstract Many applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) require events be detected around moving targets and delivered to a user, whose location may also change over time. Consequently, it is not desirable to have a single sensor node serving as the sink node for centralized event processing. Furthermore, an event usually occurs across different locations and lasts for a period of time that are unknown in advance. Hence it cannot be detected by a static set of sensor nodes. In this paper, we propose a general framework for such dynamic in-network event detection in WSNs. This framework enables a flexible number of sensor nodes to dynamically collaborate in detecting and delivering any specified event. So far there has been no such work reported in the literature. We have designed a protocol for the sensor nodes to autonomously determine whether they should participate in and which tasks they should perform to collaboratively process an event. We have implemented a prototype of the proposed framework using MicaZ motes and evaluated it through both simulations and experiments. The results demonstrate that our framework is effective and efficient in terms of energy cost and event processing delay.
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1 Introduction Many WSN applications, such as intelligent transportation, pervasive health-care and habitat or disaster monitoring require dynamic event detection instead of static data aggregation. In these applications, events often should be detected by the sensor nodes around moving targets and information about the event occurrences should be delivered to a mobile user. Furthermore, where and when events occur are usually unknown in advance in these applications [33,35,36]. For example, a transportation system specifies the follows to its WSN: a vehicle that is running at a speed of 100 mph and specify that when such event happens, notify the vehicles within a distance of 500 feet to this vehicle. In this paper, we denote such an event in which the locations of the objects keep changing and the activities of the objects lasts for a period as a dynamic event. In comparison with a static event, a dynamic event poses three major challenges to WSNs as follows [34]. First, complexity: a dynamic event is complex in terms of a great amount of sensory data and of the long lasting time. In contrast, a static event usually requires a single time reading only to detect. Due to the large data, forwarding all sensory data to the sink for centralized event detection is not feasible. Second, mobility: the objects of a dynamic event keep moving. Due to such dynamics, each event needs a group of sensor nodes in different locations or having different sensing capabilities in a WSN to collaborate according to the event semantics and event runtime. Third, uncertainty: the occurrence area and time of a dynamic event is unknown in
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advance and there may be node failures occasionally. Consequently, fixing the tasks of sensor nodes will not work. To address these challenges, we propose a dynamic collaborative in-network event detection framework in this paper. It enables a variable number of nodes to dynamically collaborate in processing dynamic events. In this framework, a sensor node decides which sub-events to process considering the event semantic requirements, the results from its neighbors and its remaining energy. The results of sub-events detected by a flexible group of nodes fuse to a single result for the event. Finally, the notification of event occurrence is forwarded to the specified users directly from this group. As far as we know, our framework is the first one that addresses the problem of dynamic event detection in a WSN. Specifically, our contributions with this event detection framework are as follows. – We propose a time-series evaluation tree, that decomposes an event into a number of sub-events, and presents the temporal-spatial and other relations between the subevents of an event. Sensor nodes can use it to collaborate to detect the event. – We design an algorithm for a sensor node to locally decide what sub-events to process in adaptation to the event runtime, and other sensor nodes’ processed sub-events. We prove that the algorithm ensure an event to be correctly processed by a group of sensor nodes that are not fixed in advance. – We have implemented a prototype of this framework and evaluated the algorithms in the framework using both simulation and MicaZ motes [9]. The results demonstrated that our framework is effective and efficient for event detection in a WSN.



Given: A wireless sensor network modeled as a graph G, and an event modeled as an event tree. In the event tree the nodes are the sub-events and an weighted edge denotes the relation between the sub-events. Suppose that the event tree nodes are marked with different colors or numbers, as shown in Fig. 1, then the occurrence of an sub-event near a number of nodes in the network can be modeled as coloring the nodes in the graph. Objective: From the given graph and the event tree, find a minimum connected sub-graph. In the sub-graph, each node is marked with the colors in the event tree. The colored nodes in the sub-graph are thus forms a new tree, which equals to the event tree but with more nodes added due to the need for communication or semantic correctness. The total weight between any two colors is the same as that of the event tree. In effect, the nodes in the sub-graph collaboratively detect the event specified by the event tree. The sub-graph that detects the event in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. Constraints: The total weights on the edges between two colors in the event tree are the same as that between the two nodes with the same two colors in the sub-event tree. The color of the root of the sub-tree is the same as the color of the root of the event tree. Such that: The total number of nodes and edges of the minimum sub-tree are minimal, among all the event trees.



Fig. 1 Event tree



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of system model for the proposed framework. Section 3 describe the event decomposition and event tree construction. Section 4 presents the major components and mechanisms for dynamic collaborative event detection in this framework. We present the evaluation of the framework in Sect. 5 and review the techniques related to this study in Sect. 6. We finally conclude in Sect. 7.



2 Overview 2.1 Problem Generally, the problem of in-network dynamic event detection is to detect a dynamic event in a WSN such that the event detection cost in terms of energy and execution time is minimized. This problem can be formulated using a graph (WSN) and a tree (event detection tree) as follows.
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Fig. 2 A FCST in a WSN
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2.2 Proposed approach The general idea of our framework to solve the above problem of collaborative event detection is as follows. In our framework, a node first decomposes a user specified event to subevents according to the event semantics. Then it constructs a sematic tree of these sub-events and a subsequent a timeseries event detection tree with the decomposed sub-events and their relations from the semantic tree. The time-series event-detection tree for an event describes the temporalspatial relations between the sub-events of the event, since the sub-events may have strict order as defined in the events [17]. During event detection, the node dynamically determines what and how much to contribute in detecting the sub-events according to the network runtime of itself and its one-hop neighbors. A node coordinates with other nodes through receiving and transmitting the results of sub-events. Figure 3 shows an example of the snapshot of the dynamic collaborative event detection in a WSN with the proposed framework. In the network, there are often multiple sensor nodes that can detect each sub-event, e.g., sub-event 1, 2, 4, etc. Nonetheless, the sensor nodes refrain from flooding their results to their neighbors. For instance, nodes B, C, D, and E do no further transmitting or forwarding. This example demonstrates the general idea of collaboration between the sensor nodes in event detection. Sensor nodes B, C, D, and E decide not to transmit or forward when they overhear results of the same sub-events as that they have detected or received. For instance, in Fig. 3, nodes B and C are neighbors of node m as shown by the dashed circle around m; When they overhear that node m is transmitting its result to node p, they will not transmit. In addition, the sensor nodes such as node m, do not transmit to the bottom



3,4 4,5



Fig. 3 Dynamic collaborative event detection



nodes in the figure, since node m detects that these bottom nodes are not in the direction of the moving event. The sensor nodes who do not transmit may be different in different times of detection and thus the event detection tree is dynamically constructed. Note that nodes B, C, D, and E do not discard their results immediately, instead, they wait until timeout or overhear that the entire event is detected. These nodes can act as the backup nodes to transmit their results in case of packet loss and some node asks for these results. In the framework design and implementation on WSNs, there are much more factors to be considered, due to the complexity of network dynamics in real world. Next, we detail this proposed framework, with focuses on time-series subevent trees and the corresponding dynamic collaborative subevent evaluation.



3 Event tree As described in the previous section, an event tree is used as the input for event detection. In our framework, an event tree provides the sub-events to be processed by sensor nodes and formulates the relations between the sub-events of an event. Therefore, it facilitates event detection on each single sensor node and allows the collaboration between different sensor nodes in a WSN. This section first presents the event semantics and the event syntax of an event subscription for the construction of an event tree. Then, it describes the construction of the three-level event tree. 3.1 Event semantics We describe the semantics of the data of the objects and activities in an event using the traditional E-R model (EntityRelation model), since it is simple and suitable for the relations in events. The objects are modeled as entities; their properties are the attributes; and the relations between the objects are modeled as the connection between the entities. For example, Fig. 4 shows the E-R model of the entities in the health care applications. In implementation, such entities, attributes and relations are stored in the system catalog of our framework prototype. The above E-R model does not model activities of the objects in an event. To enable the sensor nodes to detect the activities, we also model an activity as an entity with a set of attributes. For example, the activity of a people walking is modeled as an entity of Walk. The attributes of this Walk entity are: speed, direction, track, start_loc (start point of this walking), and end_loc (end point of this walking), etc. This activity is modeled in Fig. 5. For a series of activities with relations, their relations can be modeled using E-R model similar to those relations between different objects.
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Fig. 5 Activity data model
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In comparison with the attributes in traditional databases, the attributes of activities have the following two features: (1) attribute value changes - the attribute values of an entity in databases are relatively stable whereas those of an activity may keep changing. (2) multiple sensor readings The attributes of an object, e.g, ID, weight, etc. are usually detected by a single node by one time reading. In contrast, the attributes of an activity may need a period of readings from several sensor nodes, since an activity usually lasts a period of time and moves across different locations. Due to the above differences, it needs special mechanisms to acquire the attributes of activities. Firstly, since an event is a concept of a time period, the attribute values should be valid within such an event valid time period. Secondly, within the valid time period, a number of attribute values should be acquired for each activity attribute, as the attribute values keep changing. A simple way is to acquire the values periodically and the time spans between any two attribute values are the same. The time span between two attribute values is defined as the granularity of the attribute value. Alternatively, within the event valid time period, record only the characteristic attribute values and their time stamps, e.g., the inflexion points of the attribute values. Thirdly, metadata about how to calculate the value of the attribute should be defined for
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the activity attributes that need the sensory data of several nodes. In implementation, the metadata about the granularity, inflexion points, functions for calculating the attribute are stored in the system catalog of our framework. The valid time period is given in the event specification and the default valid time period is infinite time. With the semantic description, in our framework, an event can be formulated as shown in (1). It extends the composite event formulation in active databases [28,32], considering the resource limitation in WSNs. In (1), an event, E, is formulated as a 3-tuple: E = {F, P, R}



(1)



where F = {F1 , F2 , ..., Fn } is a set of the attributes describing the physical features of the event, e.g., the speed of a vehicle, P = {P1 , P2 , ..., Pk } is a set of predicates, and R = {R1 , R2 , ..., Rk } is a set of relations between the predicates. An item Pi in the P is also a 3-tuple: Pi = {α, ⊕i , υ}



(2)



where α is an attribute, ⊕i is an operator on the attribute (⊕i ∈ ⊕, ⊕ = {, =, ≤, ≥}). υ is the value operand for the operator. Finally, an element R j in R is a five tuple:
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R j = {η,  j , ζ, T j , S j }.



(3)



where η, ζ ∈ R or ∈ P;  is an operator on η and ζ ; i ∈ ,  = {¬ (without), ∨ (or), ∧ (and), (followed by), ≺ (before), ∼ (simultaneous)}; and T j and S j the temporal and spatial constraints on R j . In this event formulation, the embedded primitive events defined in a traditional composite event are broken up to attributes, predicates, and relations according to the event schema in the system catalog. This way, an event is easier to process on a resource limited sensor node than in active databases. 3.2 Event subscription and notification The above describes the data and formulation of an event inside our framework. To allow a user to tell what event he/she wants to detect and to get the event data, we also need event subscriptions and notifications. In our framework, these two data types are similar to those in traditional event publish/subscribe paradigms, especially in mobile environments [22]. An event subscription is a specification about the event to be processed. Firstly, it specifies the valid period, the names of attributes, the relations between the attributes, and the predicates on the attributes of the event. Secondly, an event subscription lists which destination nodes to notify when the event happens. Finally, an event subscription tells what actuation will be taken when the event occurs. For instance, the following is an actuation in an event subscription: UPON event eid, START collision-avoidance. At the current stage, our framework adopts and enhances TinySQL (Tiny Structured Query Language, used in TinyDB [23]) for a user to express the event subscription. The following are the major changes to TinySQL in our framework: (1) The clause SELECT is changed to the clause REPORT. This is because SELECT is used to describe the operation of searching an existing table, but REPORT can be used to describe the operation of notifying the event occurrences. (2) Includes a set of spatio-temporal connectors to describe the relation between sub-events. The connectors can be “followed by”, “before”, “within”, and “simultaneous”. (3) Adds a few keywords such as “upon”, “start”, “switch”, etc. to support event actuation. (4) Supports dynamic adding of new event attributes and actuation functions that the system catalog does not define. This is implemented through disseminating the definition of the new attributes and functions to the sensor nodes together with the event subscription that use these new attributes and functions. The above new clauses, connectors and keywords are listed in Table 5 of the Appendix section. The following gives an event subscription, Evt1. Using normal language, Evt1 can be denoted as Report the lane,



direction and speed of eastward moving vehicles on road #1, within 10 s, to the westward moving vehicles that are within a distance of 1000 feet on the road. Evt1 specifies that the event valid period is within 10 s after the event occurrence. Evt1 : REPORT v1.lane, v1.direction, v1.speed FROM vehicles v1 WHERE v1.direction = eastward AND v1.road = 1 TO vehicles v2 WHERE dist (v1.loc, v2.loc) < 1000 m WITHIN 10 s



An event notification, on the other hand, is the result of event detection for the subscribed event. It includes the attribute values and the spatio-temporal properties, e.g, time stamps, locations, valid time period or location ranges of these values. 3.3 Three-level sub-events An event tree is constructed through event decomposition. An event is decomposed to three levels of sub-events: multiattribute sub-event, single attribute sub-event and partial attribute sub-event. A multiple attribute sub-event includes the attributes that have relations between the predicates on these attributes. A single attribute sub-event is a sub-event with a single attribute of the original event. The partial attribute sub-event is an event whose attribute is not in the original event, but the attribute is needed to deduce the value of the original event. The partial attribute sub-event is needed when a single attribute event cannot be processed by a single node. For example, suppose the attribute speed of a vehicle needs the information of the vehicle detecting times and locations on two nodes. These detecting time and location are called partial attributes. In our framework, the rules for how to decompose an attribute to several partial attributes are defined and maintained in the system catalog, similar to that in traditional databases. In addition to the above three levels of sub-events, there is often an extra sub-event for a certain sub-event, called a co-event of the sub-event. The co-event of a sub-event is a special sub-event that always occurs together with the subevent, but its attributes do not appear in the event subscription of the original event. It is needed in event detection as a flag to verify or to drive the detection of the sub-event to ensure that the event detected through cooperative sub-event detection is correct. It is appended into the set of sub-events during event decomposition. The co-event and its relation with other subevents are also defined in the system catalog. An example of a co-event is shown in the event tree example of the next sub-section.
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We design an algorithm as shown in Algorithm 3.3 to decompose an event. The algorithm first decomposes an event to multiple-attribute sub-events to keep the relation between the attributes. Second, the multiple attribute sub-events are further decomposed to single attribute sub-events. Third, the single attribute sub-events are decomposed to partial attribute sub-events according to the rules in the system catalog (e.g., E i . f. p f j in Line 18 is a partial attribute). Finally, the coevents of the sub-events are appended. The examples of these sub-events will be illustrated together with the time-series event tree next.
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With the previous decomposed sub-events, our framework builds a time-series event tree. A time-series event tree is a tree of an event in which the sub-events of the event are the tree nodes and the edges between the nodes denote their composition relations. The time-series is to describe the timing order relation between a sub-event and its co-event. In the following, we show the time-series event tree of the example event, Evt1 (see Sect. 3.2). First, a sensor node decomposes Evt1 to three levels of sub-events and co-events. Second, the sensor node create the root node of the event tree, which is the event itself. Third, the sensor node recursively constructs a tree by inserting the sub-events as the children node of the current tree node. Finally, the co-events of the sub-events are appended as sep-
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Event Decomposition Input E = {F, P, R}; Output A set of n sub-events: {E s }, 0 < s ≤ n; 1: n = 0, i = 1; 2: /* decompose E to sub-events, each of which has multiple attributes*/ 3: while |E.F| > 0 do 4: Fi = closur e(E.F. f i ); /*Fi is the set of attributes*/ 5: E i = {Fi , {Pi }, Ri }; /*E i is a sub-event with multiple attributes* 6: E.F = E.F − Fi ; 7: n = n + 1, i = i + 1; 8: end while 9: /* decompose E i to single attribute sub-events*/ 10: for each multiple attribute sub-event E i do 11: for j = 1 to |E i .Fi | do 12: n = n + 1, E n = {{E i .Fi j }, φ, φ}; 13: end for 14: end for 15: /* decompose to partial attribute sub-events*/ 16: for each single attribute event E i do 17: if E i . f is not detectable by a single node then 18: for j = 1 to E i . f.num Par tial Attr s do 19: n = n + 1, E n = {{E i . f. p f j }, φ, φ}; 20: end for 21: end if 22: end for 23: for each sub-event E i do 24: if E i requires a co-event E k and E k ∈ / {E i } then 25: n = n + 1, E n = E k ; 26: end if 27: end for
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Fig. 6 Event tree of Evt1



arate nodes to the tree with their relations denoted by timeseries lines. The constructed time-series event tree of Evt1 is shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the single attribute sub-events with attributes of Dir ection and V id are composed of partial attribute subevents on two different sensor nodes, denoted as 0 and 1. The event with the attribute Vehicle is the co-event of the sub-events with attributes Speed, Location 1 , Direction, and V id1 . The arrow line from the tree node Vehicle to other tree nodes denotes their timing constraint (T < T h means that the delay after Vehicle to them should be less than T h). In summary, an event tree has three levels and the subevent denoted by each tree node is in effect the color in the problem formulation. Next, we discuss how to paint the colors to sensor nodes (i.e., to process the sub-events by the sensor nodes) and construct a full colored event tree with the colored sensor nodes.



4 Dynamic collaborative event detection With the three level event tree, In this subsection, we first describe the sub-event evaluation tree, which is the basic structure in Dynamic Collaboration Protocol (DCP) of our framework. A sub-event evaluation tree can be seen as a subtree of a full colored sub-tree. We then present the details of dynamic collaboration in event detection through dynamically maintaining a sub-event evaluation tree. 4.1 Sub-event evaluation tree Given a time-series event tree, DCP needs to construct an event evaluation plan on each sensor node. This event evaluation plan specifies how to detect and notify the sub-events in the time-series event tree on the sensor node. Similar to traditional databases, DCP uses a tree, called sub-event evaluation tree, to denote the plan.
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Although both are using evaluation tree, there are three major differences between a sub-event evaluation plan/tree (EP) in DCP and a query evaluation plan/tree (QP) in databases as follows. (1) An EP defines the timing and locations of an operator so that the spatio-temporal relations between the sub-events are reserved in event detection, whereas a QP does not. (2) The operators in an EP are on the sub-events with partial or single attributes of an event. However, the operator of QP is on a tuple with all attributes in a table. Apparently, such operator in an EP is more suitable for the energy efficiency in event detection. (3) An EP specifies the time series between two operators when their corresponding sub-events have strict temporal order and a traditional QP does not have such a time-series information. In a sub-event evaluation tree, each sub-event resulted from the event decomposition is to be processed by an event operator. An event operator is a function unit in event evaluation. There are totally six types of operators in our framework: sensing, extracting, filtering, aggregating, assembling, receiving, and notifying as follows. Among these operators, the sensing and extracting operators are to get the data for the attributes in the sub-events. A sensing operator is to sample one of the current physical characteristics of a target using a sensing device on a sensor node. Hence, there are usually a series of different sensing operators for sampling the data from the different sensing devices. An extracting operator extracts the physical characteristics from the sensory data pattern of the target. The implementation of an extracting operator may need to be updated from time to time, when there are new patterns to be detected. Such operator update operation can be done by using a dynamic link module that updates software components via wireless communication [3,13]. The remaining operators are to process the attributes of the sub-events. A filtering operator removes the unwanted data during event detection and finally checks whether the user registered event occurs when all data are ready. An aggregating operator summarizes the data in several events and generates one event that describes the summary of these events. An assembling operator performs packs the needed data to detect a multiple attribute sub-event. A receiving operator is for a sensor node to receive the notifications of sub-events or events from its neighbors. Finally, a notifying operator is to send the message that indicates some sub-events of the event are detected. Figure 7 shows the operators and the event evaluation plan in an example sub-event evaluation tree on a node in processing Evt1. It can be seen that the sub-event evaluation tree is similar to the time-series event evaluation tree except that the tree nodes are operators in the former and sub-events in the latter. The details of how to choose the sub-events, build and maintain such a tree will be presented next.
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Fig. 7 Example sub-event evaluation tree



4.2 Dynamic event evaluation DCP uses a sematic-energy-spatial-temporal (SEST) correlation factor to dynamically make decisions about what subevents to process on each node. The purpose of the SEST factor is to reduce the energy waste of duplicate processing on different sensor nodes and to balance the workload of the sensor nodes. The SEST factor is dynamically adjusted in adaptation to sub-event occurrences and the other nodes’ runtime processing status. After the sub-events to be detected are determined, the event detector schedules the event operators to acquire the data for the attributes. For the attributes that need the data from other sensor nodes, the event detector either sends out or receive the results of sub-events to collaboratively detect the higher level subevents. Then, the event assembler collects all the results of sub-events and assembles them to get a complete event notification. Initially, the SEST values of all sub-events are set to 0. Then the SEST factors are adjusted at runtime so that a sensor node is able to collaborate with other nodes in adaptation with the event and network dynamics. Algorithm 4.2 shows how to adjust the SEST factor.



SEST Factor Dynamic Adjustment Input E = {F, P, R}; Output the new SEST values; 1: for each sub-event E i , 0 < i ≤ E.num SubEvents do 2: if E i is already processed then 3: E i .S E ST = 0; 4: break; 5: end if 6: if E i .inputsubevents are ready then 7: E i .S E ST = E i .weight; 8: end if 9: end for
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In Algorithm 4.2, e.weight is determined on each node using Eq. (4). The parameters in the equation are as follows: κ is the number of the current neighboring nodes that can detect the sub-event;  is the ratio of the remaining energy to the total energy on the node; Among the parameters, κ is initialized by the neighbor table and is updated dynamically. Both γ and κ are set to 1 if there is no clue to the event occurring location. 



× (1 + ) κ > 1 e.weight = 1 κ≤1 1 κ



(4)



In the end of the algorithm, the SEST factors of the subevents that have been invalid or have been detected are all set to 0. The sub-events with SEST values of 0 will not be included in the sub-event evaluation tree and thus they will not be detected by the node to avoid energy waste(Line 5). To achieve load balancing, the non-zero SEST value of a subevent is used to determine the duty cycle for detecting the sub-event. For low computation complexity, Eq. (5) is used for a sensor node to calculate a level of duty cycle among 10 levels of duty cycles. In the Equation, Cm is the minimum duty cycle, Cu the unit duty cycle. As a result of the equation, two time-synchronized sensor nodes in a WSN will detect at different cycles, which helps reducing the energy waste from duplicate processing. C = Cm + Cu × S E ST /0.1



(5)



Algorithm 4.2 is run both periodically and upon receiving updates from neighbors for dynamic adjustment. The interval between two runnings of the algorithm is set to be the minimum interval for detecting a sub-event in our framework. This ensures that the SEST factors keep the pace of the dynamics of sub-events. Since the algorithm is simple, its cost is at the level of micro-seconds and thus the overhead is negligible. Theorem 1 Suppose that there are no packet loss and the sensor nodes in a WSN can detect an event, Algorithm 4.2 ensure the event to be detected by a subset of the sensor nodes in the WSN. Proof We prove by contradiction. We suppose that there is a sub-event of an event is not detected in the WSN. Then there must exist a node that all of its neighbors did not detect the sub-event; otherwise, the sub-event should have been detected. As algorithm 4.2 will update the SEST value of the sub-event on this node when the neighbors did not detect the sub-event, the SEST value of the sub-event on this node will be 1. Consequently, the node will definitely detect the sub-event. This cause contradicts with the result.  
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Theorem 2 Suppose that the packet loss rate is q and a subevent of an event can be detected by κ (κ > 1) nodes, then Algorithm 4.2 ensures each sub-event to be detected with a probability greater than 1 − q κ−1 , Proof The probability of κ − 1 nodes that do not detect the sub-event is: (1 −



1 +  κ−1 ) κ



(6)



The probability of losing the packet which indicates the (κ − 1) nodes do not detect the sub-event is: q κ−1



(7)



Since Eqs. (6) and (7) are independent, the probability of the κ-th node does not detect the sub-event is: (q κ−1 ) × ((1 −



1 +  κ−1 ) ) κ



(8)



Therefore, the probability of detecting a sub-event on the last node among the κ nodes is: 1 − (q κ−1 ) × ((1 −



1 +  κ−1 ) ) κ



(9)



κ−1 < 1, the probability of detecting a subSince (1 − 1+ κ )   event is greater than 1 − q κ−1 .



4.3 Dynamic collaboration in sub-event evaluation A sensor node creates and maintains a sub-event evaluation tree using Algorithm 4.3 to keep dynamic collaboration with other sensor nodes. The input of Algorithm 4.3 is the timeseries event tree. Initially, the sub-event evaluation tree is composed of a new notification operator and a new assembling operator that takes inputs from the operators processing the sub-events. Then, the algorithm picks out the sub-events with SEST >0 and inserts the operators, which process these sub-events, into the sub-event evaluation tree. Here we still use Evt1 as the example event to illustrate how to build a sub-event evaluation tree on a sensor node. Suppose there is a sensor node, x, among a number of sensor nodes that received the event subscription. Node x first uses Algorithm 4.2 to calculate the SEST values of the sub-events. Then, it runs Algorithm 4.3 to build up a sub-event evaluation tree with the operators to detect the sub-events with SEST >0. As shown in Fig. 8, node x initially determines to detect the sub-events that do not need the result of detected subevents from other nodes, since their SEST values are 0. The other sensor nodes that received the event subscription build the same sub-event evaluation tree as node x at this stage. The difference among these nodes is the SEST value of each



Dynamic collaborative in-network event detection Sub-Event Evaluation Tree Construction & Maintenance Input Time-series event tree E T ; Output Sub-event evaluation tree ST 1: if isInitialState() then 2: {E s } = sub-events with SEST > 0 3: ST.root = new(notifyOp), curNode = new(assembleOp); 4: Insert curNode as a child to ST.root; 5: end if 6: while Event is not detected do 7: for each E k that the sensor node has received notification from neighbors do 8: update E k .S E ST using Algorithm 4.2; 9: update {E s }; /*insert the sub-events with SEST > 0.*/ 10: end for 11: for each E i , E i ∈ {E s } and E i .S E ST = 0 do 12: remove the sub-tree of E i .n i in ST; 13: end for 14: for E i ∈ {E s } do 15: /*E T.E i .n i is an operator node that processes E i */ 16: {E s } = {E s } − E i ; 17: Recursively for each operator E T.E j in the subtree of E i : insert DT.E j .n j as the child of CurNode, copy the triggers and the relations between the nodes in the sub-tree to the operator nodes, and {E s } = {E s } − E T.E j ; 18: end for 19: end while
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5 Evaluation To evaluate the proposed protocol (DCP) for dynamic collaborative event detection, we implemented a prototype of our framework in nesC language [12] on top of TinyOS [19]. The code size and memory size of the prototype were about 27 and 3.7 KB, respectively. We first compared the performance of DCP with other two baseline event detection protocols on TOSSIM [18]. Then we measured the time and energy cost, and the event detection accuracy of our framework on a MicaZ WSN. 5.1 Simulation on TOSSIM
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and sub-event evaluation tree enables the sensor nodes to collaboratively detect an event with few duplicated tasks and without frequent communication. The process is the same when there are multiple events in a WSN. The difference is that multiple events may share the same operators to detect the same sub-events, e.g., lane or speed, in the intelligent transportation application. Processing of events in other applications using our framework is similar except that the extracting operators may need to be updated to support more patterns.
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Fig. 8 Sub-event evaluation tree on x



sub-event, which results in different duty cycles on the sensor nodes. Suppose node x first detected the sub-events in its subevent evaluation tree and notified its neighboring nodes. The neighboring nodes then adjust the SEST values of the detected sub-events to 0, which means that they will no longer detect these sub-events. Subsequently, their sub-event evaluation tree will be changed correspondingly. Suppose node y is such a neighbor node of node x. Figure 7 in the previous sub-section gives the sub-event evaluation tree on node y. In the sub-event evaluation tree of node y, the receiving operators provide inputs from node x to the extracting operators for node y to detect the speed and direction of the vehicle. In DCP, the SEST factor allows the sensor nodes detect with different duty cycles. The dynamic adjustment of SEST



On TOSSIM, we compared our protocol with two baseline event detection protocols, naïve and threshold-based in processing Evt1. The naïve protocol makes all nodes send back their raw magnetic sensory data [15] to a stationery server, where the events are detected and notified to the users. The stationery server is especially for these two base-line protocols and our framework does not use it. The thresholdbased protocol uses four levels of thresholds on the sensory data values to report the data exceeding the threshold values to the central server. The values of the four threshold levels for the magnetic data are as follows: 10, 30, 50, and 70, since these levels represent the entire range of the magnetic sensory data values in monitoring vehicles, according to our experiences with MicaZ WSNs on roads. The baseline protocols and DCP in our framework were run on two types of simulated sensor networks: (1) single hop and (2) multi-hop, as shown in Table 1. In the single hop networks, all of the nodes could communicate with its neighbors. In the 5-node multi-hop network, the nodes were deployed as a line with a distance of 20 feet. In the 400-node network, the nodes were deployed into 20 ×20 grids with the grid distance of 20 feet (The transmission range is set to 25 feet in simulation). In the implementation of the naïve and the threshold-based protocols, we used the method proposed by Sharp et al. [30] for these two protocols to construct a spanning tree to forward the data packets to the server.
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H. Wu et al. Table 1 Network configurations in simulation Type



Small scale



Large scale



Single hop



2



N/A



Multi-hop



5



400



The source sensory data set for the input of TOSSIM were the magnetic sensor readings of vehicles collected from a road. The parameters of the vehicle density was controllable by adjusting the time interval between the vehicle data. In the experiments, we tested five levels of vehicle densities: from one vehicle per 10 s to one vehicle per 2 s on the road. The performance metrics of the protocols evaluated using TOSSIM are as follows: (1) The correctness of event detection, which is defined using the event detection error rate: number of wrong event detections/number of events happened;(2) the event detection delay that is defined as the interval from the time when an event happens to the time the event is detected; and (3)the communication overhead during event detection in terms of the communication traffic. The event detection error rate of each protocol on the two networks are shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen in the results from the single-hop and small scale multi-hop networks in this figure, our event detection protocol correctly detected all of the events. The results also show that the other two paradigms worked fine in the two-node single hop network but they got much worse results in the multi-hop network. The reason is that there were heavy collisions in the multihop network running the other two protocols, which kept sending raw or filtered sensory data back to the server. Moreover, Fig. 9 shows that the threshold-based protocol with certain threshold values (50, 70) were not stable when the vehicle arriving rate changed. The reason is that the magnetic value slightly changed when the vehicle arriving rate changed. The change of magnetic value is not proportional



to the change of the vehicle arriving rate. Due to this change, the abnormal value caused by a vehicle might not exceed the threshold. Therefore, the error rate fluctuated in this protocol. The event detection delay of the protocols are shown in Fig. 10. The first part of this figure demonstrates that in the single-hop network our protocol performed the best. The second half shows that our protocol also significantly outperformed the other two protocols in the small scale multi-hop network. These result show the benefit of cooperative event detection, which significantly reduces the delay in communication, since it does not need to transmit all sensory data to a central server. In addition, Fig. 10 shows that the delay of the multi-hop network was longer than that of the single-hop network. This is because the traffic in the multi-hop network was much heavier than that in the single-hop network. However, the delay of our protocol had no noticeable increase, due to the cooperative event detection among nodes in different hops. The communication traffic during event detection is described using the number of data packets in the networks running the protocols. The results of three protocols are shown in Fig. 11. As shown in this figure, the overhead of our protocol was the lowest and that of the naïve method was the highest. The reason is apparent: the apparent: the protocol in our protocol saved much traffic by cooperative event detection, which required only one packet from each node. In contrast, the other two methods require the nodes to send numerous of data packets to the server for it to get the data from all nodes for event detection. We evaluated the event detection delay of the three protocols in the 400-node network on TOSSIM. As shown in Fig. 12, the delay of our protocol was still the shortest. This demonstrates that the naïve and the threshold-based protocols do not scale, since their communication traffic tremendously increases when the hop count grows and most transmissions fail. 0.8
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Fig. 11 Communication traffic in event detection 800



5.2 Experiments on MicaZ motes
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Fig. 12 Delay in the 400-node network
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In the experiment with MicaZ motes, a vehicle was attached with a MicaZ mote to receive the event notifications. There were also sensor motes evenly distributed the roads to provide the location information. We used 20 MicaZ motes with MicaSb [9] sensor boards in the experiments with WSNs on road sides to run the three protocols to process Evt1. Among these 20 motes, there were 9 sensor motes with HMC1002 magnetic sensors [15] and the remaining 11 motes without sensors. The 9 sensor motes were used to monitor the location and speed of a vehicle. The 11 motes are called wireless motes and they were used for forwarding the event notifications originated from the magnetic sensor motes to the destination nodes.
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H. Wu et al. Table 2 Time costs of operators (ms) Name



Sensing



Extracting



Assembling



Notifying



Cost



3



1



3



6



Table 3 Energy costs of operators (mJ)



Fig. 13 The WSN with 20 MicaZ motes



The network deployment for detecting the event is shown in Fig. 13 and the real road deployment is shown in Fig. 14. In this network, by controlling the transmission range, the maximum hop count in the WSN was adjusted to 14. This number of hops could support a long distance of multi-hop communication to satisfy requirements from most transportation applications, when the transmission range is long (e.g., 300 feet in a general 802.11b wireless transceiver). We also tested the event notifications to a moving vehicle with a MicaZ mote, as shown in the right part of this figure. With the MicaZ WSN, we first measured the time and energy costs of our protocol operators on the MicaZ motes. Table 2 shows the time costs of the common operators. The extracting operators we tested include the vehicle, speed, and lane. The processing times of them were all close to 1 millisecond (ms). The energy cost of an operator is computed by W = U I t, where U is the voltage, I the electric current, and t the time cost of the operator. We measured that on a MicaZ sensor mote, the electric current in magnetic sensing was about 0.0281 A and in computation was about 0.0248 A, when its radio was on for receiving and the voltage was about 3 V. The energy consumption of an extracting operator was thus Fig. 14 Real road deployment
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Name



Sensing



Extracting



Assembling



Notifying



Cost



0.245



0.074



0.223



0.396



3 v× 0.0248 A × 1 ms = 0.0744 mJ. The electric current of a MicaZ mote in receiving and transmitting were about 0.0248 and 0.0220 A [9], respectively. Correspondingly, the energy costs of an assembling operator, which needs receiving and an notifying operator, which needs transmitting are calculated as shown in Table 3. We then ran our protocol to detect the events and notify the detected events to the motes on the roadside and in the vehicle as shown in Fig. 15. This figure shows the snapshot when the network accurately detected two events about two vehicles at the same time. Also, the event notifications were reliably received in the vehicle, as shown in the bottom left corner of Fig. 15. The bottom right corner of this figure shows a simple GUI of our framework. We compared our protocol with a Static protocol that fixed two nodes to detect the event. This Static protocol used the same decomposition, detection and notification modules as those in our protocol. In the experiment, event detection/notification rates are defined as the ratios between the number of correct detections/notifications and the number of event occurences/notifications. The experiments were performed 30 times. As shown in Table 4, the Static protocol often failed to detect events but DCP did not. This shows the advantages of dynamic collaboration in our protocol on real motes. The notification rates of them are the same after event is detected, since they are using the same type of motes and networking protocols. Finally, we performed experiments on more complex events and the actuation upon these events on our mobile
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Fig. 16 Event detection on the testbed



the two pictures of Fig. 16. The left picture shows that the two model cars (one is blue, the other is red) received event notification from each other and coordinating to avoid collision. The right figure shows that the vertical approach where the blue car is running is adjusted to green, since there are no cars on the other horizontal approach. We have taken videos of the demo on processing such events and performing the actuation operations. The demos can be downloaded on our project website.



6 Related work



Fig. 15 Event notifications Table 4 Reliability test Detection rate (%)
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WSN and transportation testbed. The event we tested is shown in Evt2. The actuation operations on the testbed we performed are shown in Act1 and Act2. Evt2 : REPORT v1.lane, v1.direction, v1.speed FROM vehicles v1, intersections t1 WHERE dist (v1.loc, t1.loc) < 20 TO vehicles v2, WHERE dist (v1.loc, v2.loc) < 40 Act1 : Upon Evt2 start collision_avoidance(Evt2) Act2 : Upon Evt2 start light_control(Evt2)



The snapshot of the WSN processing the event and performing the actuation operation on the testbed are shown in



First of all, in-network query processing in WSNs is a closely related topic to this study. In these query processing systems, event detection is realized through periodic queries. For instance, Yao et al. proposed a sensor database for the threshold-based event detection in their Cougar system[31]. Madden et al. appended event triggers to sensor queries in their acquisitional sensor query processor, TinyDB [23], to enable the interrupt-style of event detection. In such systems, when the defined triggering event happens, the sensor nodes report their sensory data to the sink node. These early query processing techniques are not suitable for the new complex dynamic events defined in this paper. The reason is that such events usually last a period of time but the query processors only check each snapshot data item within a sampling interval on a node. Middleware paradigms are also proposed for in-network event detection in WSNs [20,26,27]. For instance, the EnviroTrack system [1] is a middleware system that provides a convenient interface for application programmers in object tracking. DSWare [20] is an event pub/usb middleware system. In DSWare, there are two types of events, atomic and compound events. An atomic event is one that can be detected by one time sensor reading while a compound event is composed of several atomic events. The existing middleware cannot be applied to dynamic events, either, as they do not support the dynamic collaboration among nodes required by the moving and lasting events.
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Recently, there have been a trend to address the dynamics in event detection in WSNs through routing and clustering protocols [7,8,25]. For instance, Nakamura et al. proposed a dynamic routing protocol for event detection in WSNs [25]. In their protocol, the sensor nodes are dynamically and reactively assigned with roles in routing according to the detected events. Hubbel et al. present an event detection protocol, DRAGON [16], to deal with point events and region events, especially region events with dynamic identities. Fan et al. propose an approach that uses the structureless technique to dynamically forward a packet on one of the multiple shortest path trees [10]. The lasting period, time series, and the relations between activities in an dynamic event remain untouched. Object tracking is also a related topic to dynamic event detection, since the object usually keeps moving and a group of sensor nodes are to localize the object [7,14,21]. Since the object tracking algorithms only detect the location, it can be regarded as a special event. The mechanisms such as updating and clustering in these algorithms may be adopted to event detection. The object tracking algorithms do not consider event syntax, semantics, sub-events and their relations which are needed in event detection. The caching, transmitting, and scheduling schemes recently proposed for WSNs also provide helpful guidance in processing dynamic events. For instance, the data caching for query evaluation tree proposed by Cai et al., reduce the latency and energy consumption of query processing in WSNs [4]. An et al. present a protocol for collecting the data from multiple source nodes considering the node significance and the number of nodes involved [2]. The energy and time efficient techniques proposed in these studies are useful in designing and implementing our framework. Additionally, the work by Marta et al. that investigates scheduling support for processing composite events in WSNs [24] is related. This scheduling approach can be adopted in event detection for efficient collaboration. The study of composite event [5] detection in the active database field is also helpful to our study. In general, composite events are defined as patterns of primitive events, which are in turn, observations from outside of the event system [28]. Most events in WSN applications are essentially composite events in that they are composed of a number of primitive events detectable by different sensing devices of a sensor node. Nonetheless, there are quite a few events in WSN applications similar to the primitive events in active databases, but cannot be detected by a single sensor node. Researchers in the active database community have proposed a number of methods to decompose and detect the composite events. For instance, Gatziu et al. used PertiNet to detect the composite events in the SAMOS database [11]. Chakravarthy et al. used a graph to denote the relations of the primitive events of a composite event [6]. Pietzuch et al. pro-
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posed an easily decomposable event definition language and used Finite State Automata (FSA) to detect the decomposed sub-events in a distributed system [28,29]. The decomposition and detection of the composite events for active databases are rather complex for a resource limited sensor node. The decomposition and detection in these systems are all done on a powerful central server, which may not exist in WSNs. From these existing studies, it can be inferred that the techniques in active databases, query processing systems and middleware in WSNs provide useful techniques to event detection in WSNs. The dynamic clustering, routing techniques give the networking support to our framework for dynamic event detection. The problems of how to dynamically detect an event on non-fixed groups of nodes, adapt processing flows to the event runtime on each detecting node, and keep the relations among the sub-events on different nodes were not investigated in the previous studies. Our work is the initial attempt to address the problems.



7 Conclusion and future work In this paper, we have presented a dynamic collaboration event detection framework for WSN applications with dynamic events. This framework enables the time-series collaboration between nodes in event detection via exploring the temporal-spatial and semantic relations of the sensory data in a WSN. The framework processes events without the existence of a sink node in a WSN and delivers the event notifications to wherever destination nodes are. Moreover, the experiments show that such cooperative event detection reduces both the energy and time costs in a WSN in comparison with the previous work. Our framework allows a sensor node to dynamically decide its role based on event semantics, the available energy and the received notifications from neighbors at runtime. This way, the sensor node does not need to fix its tasks and its group in advance. This brings the benefit of reliability and flexibility in event detection, which are significant in an environment that are often obsessed by noises and hardware failures. Our experimental results with various parameters and network deployments demonstrate the efficiency, reliability and scalability of our proposed approach. The results from MicaZ motes also show that our framework is practical. In the near future, we would like to study the optimization of event evaluation and notification in our framework. Acknowledgments This research is partially supported by the Major Project of Chinese National Programs for Fundamental Research and Development (No. 2015CB352400), the National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 61202416), Shenzhen Overseas HighCaliber Personnel Innovation Funds (No. KQCX20140521115045446),
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Table 5 New clauses for event detection Name



Usage



report ... to ...



report evt to dst



followed by



evt1 followed by evt2 [time]



within



evt1 within evt2



simultaneous



evt1 simultaneous evt2



upon



upon evt1



start



s start dev1



switch ... to...



switch dev2 to state3
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